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FULL COMMERCIAL VERSION OF WANGLE VPN APP
LAUNCHED TODAY
Wangle Technologies Limited (Wangle or the Company) (ASX: WGL) is pleased to announce
that it has today released its first commercial product offering, the Wangle VPN App, to
market.
The paid version of the Wangle VPN App is available to customers via both the Android and
iOS App Stores. It offers subscribers access to Australia’s only VPN with Australian
Communications and Media Authority (ACMA) and Communications Access Coordinator
(CAC) approvals in place, ensuring full compliance with the recently enacted changes to
the Telecommunications Acti.
The Wangle App will be available at $4.99 per month after a free 30-day trial period and
provide customers access to the fastest, cheapest and most secure mobile VPN on the
market. This includes our newly established global network presence backed by our partners
in Rackspace and Amazon Web Services.
The Wangle VPN App is the first of the initial three commercial products scheduled for
release in 2017.
Wangle Technologies MD and CEO Sean Smith said:
“Today’s launch is a significant milestone for the Company, with our independently tested
and best-in-class mobile VPN paid subscription application now available to Australian and
New Zealand customers. The team has spent significant time and effort in recent months
testing, improving and preparing the final product for public release. We’re now excited to
move into the growth phase of the business as we switch our efforts to marketing and
acquisition of subscribers.”
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ABOUT WANGLE TECHNOLOGIES
Wangle Technologies has developed patented algorithms that not only optimise, compress
and secure the data flow to mobile devices, but facilitate real time analysis of network
patterns and usage behaviours. Wangle’s technology provides compelling value to
consumers, service providers and enterprises looking for innovative low cost solutions for
managing network capacity and use.

Telecommunications (Interception and Access) (Obligation to Keep Records) Instrument 2015. Telecommunications (Interception and
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